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1 Foreword

These lecture notes are an elementary introduction to methods widely used in study-

ing the "many-body problem", and which can be extended to the study of quantum
fields at finite temperature. My goal here is to introduce these basic tools and, through
various "exercises", bring the student in contact with open problems of current in-

terest. Although most of these methods are well known, I feel that it is appropriate

to recall them in such a school, as it turns out that many of them are being "redis-
covered" in the context of field theory applications. I hope that the most elementary

sections will be useful to a student having no familiarity with the field. Unfortu-

nately, I shall lack space to discuss at lenght the recent developments (both formal
and phenomenological) which motivate the interest in such questions. Only in the

last lecture shall I cover applications to the physics of the ultrarelativistic plasma,

which is one of the area where those methods are being used.
The first applications of field theory at finite temperature were concerned with

the question of symmetry restoration in the standard modelfl, 3, 2]. Such a phase

transition is expected to occur in the early universe, when the temperature is of
the order of a few hundred GeV. Presently, one is interested in different types of

phase transitions, also expected to occur in the early universe, but at much lower

temperatures, and which take place in hot and dense hadronic matter (for a review

see e.g.[4], and also [5, 6] ). Quantum chromodynamics predicts indeed the existence

of a new state of hadronic matter in which the main degrees of freedom are the hadron

constituents, the quarks and the gluons which, for large enough temperature and/or

density, are supposed to be weakly interacting. This state of hadronic matter was
first anticipated on the basis of the asymptotic freedom of QCD [7] and the existence

of a transition has since then been confirmed by numerous lattice calculations (for a

recent review see [8]). Whether the transition to this new phase is a sharp one or not,
i.e. whether it is discontinuous or continous, is still unclear; but the existence of at

least a rapid cross over is clearly indicated by the numerical simulations. At about

the same temperature at which deconfinement sets in, chiral symmetry is expected

to be restored . The physics of chiral symmetry restoration has given rise to a large

amount of work (for a recent review, see e.g. [9, 1O]). It can be approached not only

from lattice calculations, but also from phenomenological models or expansions based
on effective Lagrangians [11, 12].

The temperature of the transition is estimated to be in the range 150- 20OMeV.

Such a low temperature has led one to contemplate the possibility of producing the
quark-gluon plasma in the laboratory, by means of very energetic nucleus-nucleus

collisions (for a review, see e.g.[13]). In view of the rather important experimental
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program underway, there is an urgent need to find characteristic signals of quark-
gluon plasma formation. This provides a strong motivation for theoretical studies

of the microscopic properties of hot and dense hadronic matter. Although a full

description certainly calls for essentially non perturbative techniques, one may gain
qualitative understanding of the properties of the quark-gluon plasma using analytical
methods which, to various degrees, rely on perturbative expansions and resummation

techniques. This is a domain in which progress has been made recently [14].

Outline of the lectures
The three lectures are organized according to the plan of their oral presentation.

1. The first lecture centers on perturbation theory for systems in thermal equi-
librium. Standard methods from the many-body problem are recalled. Then, some
specific features of field theory are analyzed.

2. In the second lecture, we present the linear response theory which allows the

treatment of dynamical processes taking place in the presence of a heat bath. We
use the so-called imaginary time formalism, but briefly comment on other approaches

using real time.

3. The last lecture is devoted to the study of elementary excitations in an
ultrarelativistic plasma at large temperature or large chemical potential. We discuss

the spectrum of fermionic and bosonic excitations, screening phenomena, transport

properties. Difficulties specific to non abelian gauge theories such as QCD, and which
complicate in particular the study of the quark-gluon plasma, are mentioned, and

recent progresses on these issues are briefly reviewed.

Note on bibliography
Much of what is presented in the first two lectures duplicates material which

can be found in a variety of textbooks. In the preparation of these notes I have used

more particularly [15, 16, 17, 18, 19]. I should also mention the review paper by
Landsmann[20] which contains a rather complete set of references, and the lecture
notes by Le Bellac[2l] which cover similar topics, but from a somewhat different point

of view than the one adopted here.

2 PERTURBATION THEORY FOR SYSTEMS
IN THERMAL EQUILIBRIUM

In this first lecture, we start by recalling some elementary thermodynamics and stan-

dard methods from many-body and field theories (we rely heavily in the first part

of this lecture on the presentation and notations of Ref.[15, chapter 12]). Then we

illustrate some of the difficulties encountered in the study of field theories at finite



temperature: ultraviolet divergences and renormalization; specific problems associ-
ated with gauge theories, such as spurious degrees of freedom, or infrared divergences
which are particularly severe in the case of QCD.

2.1 Generalities

We consider a physical system whose dynamics is governed by a hamiltonian H and
such that a charge Q (e.g. the particle number) is conserved. In the grand canonical
ensemble, the equilibrium state of the system is described by the density operator

T> = e x p [-0(H-UQ)] = £ IVn)Pn(^nI, (2.1)
^ n

where the |V"n)'s are the eigenstates of H and Q, and Z is the partition function

Z = Trexp {-/?(# - ^Q)] = £exp {-/3 (En - »Qn)} (2.2)

All useful thermodynamical functions can be obtained from Z. For example, the
thermodynamical potential fl is given by

Q = -kT In Z = E - TS - pN, (2.3)

where

5 = -* Tr DInP= -* £>nlnpn (2.4)
n

is the entropy of the system, and

E = Tr HT> = £ EnPn JV = Tr QD = £ QnPn . (2.5)
n

Perturbative evaluation of the partition function
The direct evaluation of the partition function (2.2) is rarely possible as this

requires a complete knowledge of the spectrum of the hamiltonian H. Various approx-
imation schemes have therefore been devised. We briefly describe one of them, the per-
turbative expansion. We assume that we can split the hamiltonian into H = H0 + HI
with HI <C H0, and that the spectrum of H0 is known Ho\tfP) = £°|0°)- For con-
venience, we also assume that the states |?/>°) are also eigenstates of the charge Q,
which allows us to treat Q on the same footing as H0. Thus, in the following, we
shall-assume that the term —pQ is included in H0. We define the following "evolution

operator":

U(r) = exp(-rH)

= exp(— rflb)exp(r//o)exp(— T#)

= U0(T)U1(T) (2.6)
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where UO(T) = exp (—HQT) . The operator U(T) is analogous to the familiar evolution
operator of quantum mechanics, exp {— iHt} . It differs from it solely by the replace-
ment of the time t by —IT. Because of this analogy, we refer to r as the "imaginary
time" (T is real). This does not imply that T has a direct physical interpretation: its
role is to properly keep track of ordering of operators in the perturbative expansion.

The operator UJ(T) is called the interaction representation of U. We also define the
interaction representation of the perturbation H1

H1(T) = er//o//ie-r//0, (2.7)

and similarly for other operators. It is easy to verify that UI(T) satisfies the following
differential equation:

^-UI(T) + H1(T)Ui(T) = O, (2.8)
(IT

with the boundary condition

(//(O) = 1. (2.9)

The solution of the above differential equation, with the proper boundary condition

(2.9), can be written formally in terms of the time ordered exponential

e-/3H = g-^Texp J- f drH1(T)I (2.10)

The symbol T implies an ordering of the operators on its right, from left to right in
decreasing order of their time arguments:

( r/3 "I ti) \ f>3
T e x p < — / (lTHi(T)> — I — I drHI(T)+ — I dTidT2T H i ( T t ) H i ( T 2 ) + •••

( J o J Jo 2 Jo

= 1 - / JrH1(T) + I dT, r Jr2H1(Ti)H1(T3) + •••
Jo Jo Jo

(2.11)

Using Eq.(2.10), one can rewrite Z in the form

Z = Z0(TeXpJ-JfW1(T)J)0, (2.12)

where for any operator O

(2.13)

The operator HI is usually expressed in terms of creation and annihilation operators
a and a*. Then the calculation of Z reduces to that of the expectation value of time
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ordered products of such operators. Whenever H0 is a quadratic function of these
operators, Wick's theorem applies, and all expectation values can be expressed in
terms of single particle propagators

(Ta(T,)at(T2)> (Ta(T1)C(T2)) (Ta^i V(^2))-

A diagrammatic expansion can be worked out following standard techniques [15], and
the partition function can be written as Z = Zoexp(Fc) where Tc represents the sum
of all connected diagrams.
Free propagators

The study of the free propagators will give us the opportunity to add a few
remarks on the structure of perturbation theory at finite temperature. Let us consider

a system with unperturbed hamiltonian

//o = £^4««- (2.14)
U

Since this operator commutes with the particle number operator, only the first among
the three possible propagators listed above will enter the perturbative expansion. We
define time dependent creation and annihilation operators in the interaction picture:

4(T) = erH°ale-rH° = e'-'aj, (2.15)

aa(r) = eTHoaae-TH° = e-e«Taa. (2.16)

Then the single propagator is obtained by a direct calculation:

G0(T1-T2) = (T(U T1)Ol(T2J)0

= e-'-!"-*) (&( T1 - T2)(I ±n0)± na6(Tt -T1)], (2.17)

where

and the upper (lower) sign refers to bosons (fermions). One can verify on this expres-
sion that GO(T) is a periodic (boson) or antiperioclic (fermion) function of T:

G0(T - 0) = ±G0(T) (O < T < 0} (2.19)

It can therefore be represented by a Fourier series

G0(T) = e-^TG(Ulf), (2.20)



where the ^1x are the Matsubara frequencies

W1, = 2i/ bosons,

fermions.

The inverse transform is given by

G(W,,) = f dre^G(r) = — - - (2.22)
./o HO — <jjv

Using the property

^) ̂ E6'^ -0<r<l3 (2.23)
" j/

and Eq.(2.20), it is easily seen that 6*(r) satisfies the differential equation

(Or + H0)G(T) = 6(T), (2.24)

which may be also verified directly from Eq. (2. 17). Alternatively, the single prop-

agator at finite temperature may be obtained as the solution of this equation with

periodic or antiperiodic boundary conditions for bosons or fermions respectively (we

present a more general discussion of these periodicity conditions in section 3.1).
The partition function as a path integral

These considerations extend easily to field theory. However field theory is more

conveniently described in the language of path integrals. A nice way to translate the

previous results in terms of path integrals is to make use of coherent states, i.e. the

eigenstates of the destruction operators:

«0|z> = So |z> |z) = exp {Ç -«I j |0) (2.25)

where {a} denotes a set of single particle states. In the case of bosons, the z0's are

complex numbers, while they are anticommuting variables (Grassmann variables) in

the case of fermions. The partition function is then [15]

Z= I 2?(z*,z)e-S(z'-z) (2.26)
•/z(/3)=±z(0)

where the "action" 5 is given by

S(z% z) = f Ar {z-0Tz + H(z', z)}. (2.27)
Jo

In the formulae above z denotes a vector whose components are the z0's. The quantity

H(Z^Z*) is simply obtained from the hamiltonian by the replacement of aa by za and



aa by za m #(a»at) written in normal ordered form. The boundary conditions on the
"paths" Z(T) are reminiscent of the trace operation; note that the path are periodic

for bosons and antiperiodic for fermions, in accordance with the properties of the

single particle Green's function (2.19). The familiar perturbative expansion may be
recovered by splitting H into H0 + HI as we did above, and expanding the path
integral in powers of HI :

Z= f T>(z*,z)e-s°<z''zle-f°dTffl(z''z>, (2.28)
7z(/3)=±z(0)

where

S0(z', z) = I'3 dr {z'(dr + H0)Z] = f dr {z'G^z} . (2.29)
Jo Jo l '

Path integrals for relativistic fermions can be obtained in a similar fashion. For
example, the free Dirac fermion is described by the Lagrangian

£D,W = V'( '#-"*) V- (2.30)

Changing t — » — ZT, dt — > idT, one obtains for the action

/"
S0 = dr^dodr - ry • V + m)V>

Jo

m7o)V>, (2.31)
Jo i

where we have used the standard notation a = 707, and the integration over spatial

coordinates is implicit. The Dirac propagator is defined as

GW1U-(T1 - T2) = (TV-(T1 ̂ .(T2)), (2.32)

i.e. it involves the operator t/' = 4^~io instead of V;t- It satisfies an equation similar

to that for the non relativistic particle (see Eq. (2.24)); this equation can be read off

the explicit form of S0 given in Eq. (2.31):

(On + ̂ l + »77o)6'Dl>at.(l,2) = 7o*(l,2). (2.33)

As for a non relativistic fermion, the Dirac propagator is an antiperiodic function of

its time argument, with period /?, and its Fourier tranform is

(2.34)
2e,,



where $ = uju~f0 — P • 7 and ej; = ra2 + p2. In fact, multiplying GDirac by 70, one can
write for Goiraclo an expression which parallels that of the non relativistic propagator
(compare Eq.(2.22)):

r (Z \ - .00.1(jDirac(P, Uv)Io = - ---- ; - (2.65)
ep -u>v ep + UJ1,

where

A±(p) = — ( tp±(a-p + n?7o)) (2.36)
ZEp

are the projectors on positive and negative energy solutions respectively (A| = A±,
A+ + A_ = 1).

To discuss the scalar field, it is more customary to use a path integral over real
coordinates (usual Feynman path integral). For a single particle with coordinate q

moving in a potential V(c), the partition function is

=I DMexp {- /"(W
Jq([3)=q(0) [ 7 0 X 2

(2.37)

where q — dq/dr, and again the periodicity of the path follows from the trace opera-
tion. This expression immediately generalizes to the case of a scalar field, for which
the Lagrangian is of the form

1 7772

c. = ^d^-—^-

-<t?-V(<p). (2.38)

Again, we replace t by —ir, O0 = dt by idr, so that (d04>)2 — > —(9T<t>)2. The partition
function becomes then (integrations over spatial coordinates are implicit)

Z= I T>(<j>) exp (- / V (;W)2 + -W)2 + ̂ 2 + V(^))I . (2.39)
J^(o)=<t>(0) l - / o \ 2 2 2 / J

To obtain the perturbât! ve expansion, we may add a source j coupled to the scalar
field <j> and write:

where

Z[J] = exp I - £ drV Cj-] \ Z0[J], (2.40)



The functional integral in Eq. (2. 41) is gaussian and can be calculated. One finds

Z0[J] = -
Jt(O)=W) \\ Jo 2

= ^exp[|j(l)Z?0(l,2);(2)}, (2.42)

where the propagator D0(1, 2) satisfies the differential equation

[-«92 - V2 + m2] Z?o(T,rî;r2rî) = 4(1.2) (2.43)

with periodic boundary conditions, as appropriate for the scalar normal modes. The
Fourier transform of D0 is given by

D0&u>v) = 2
 l , (2.44)

where w2. = k2 + m2 and u,v is a Matsubara frequency appropriate to bosons. We

have also

A.d/2) = = W1)^))O, (2.45)

where 50 is the action corresponding to the free Lagrangian, i.e. to the Lagrangian
(2.38) without the interaction term V(<j>).

Frequency sums
We shall now briefly illustrate a useful technique for performing the frequency

sums which appear in any perturbative calculation at finite temperature. As an
exercise, let us reconstruct the propagator of the free scalar field, DQ(T), from the
Fourier coefficients D0(Uj1,) given by Eq. (2.44), using the formula

A>(r) = ^ IV""^^,,) (2-46)
" V

where uv = 1iici>l fi. A general strategy to calculate such sums consists in rewriting

them as contour integrals involving a weight function which has simple poles at the
Matsubara frequencies with residues equal to 1. The resulting integral is calculated
after deforming the contour in a convenient way. Consider then the calculation of

D(T) for T > O. One can write:

where DQ(U) = (<Jf. — w2)"1 and the integration contour is indicated in Fig.l. Note
that the choice of the function is made so that one can close the contour without
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Figure 1: Integration contour for Eq.(2.47). Dashed line: original contour in
Eq.(2.47). Solid line: deformed contour used to calculate the integral. The dots
on the imaginary axis represent the Matsubara frequencies.

getting contribution from grand circles at infinity. The integration is then trivial and
yields:

DO(T) = -L {(1 + nk)e-"kT + nke^r\
2t(jJ\? ^

For T < O one should use instead

which gives

(2.48)

(2.49)

(2.50)

It is instructive to repeat the exercise for fermions with a chemical potential.
For example, in the presence of a chemical potential associated with the conserved
charge Q = t/>7o^i the Dirac hamiltonian a-p+mt0 becomes S-p-rm~jQ — ̂ . This has
the same effect as changing 9T into 'dr — fi in the Dirac equation (see Eq.(2.33)), or
equivalently uv into u,v + /< in the propagator (see Eq.(2.2O)). The Dirac propagator
may then be written

G(p,uv + n) = - P • 7

-M
*l - (u,, + /z)2

7o£p + 7 . p- ml
£„ + //- + u-V J

11



One can now apply the previous technique to calculate G(T), using a contour analo-
gous to that in Fig.l, but with Rew = /j,. One then gets:

= A+70(I -/_)e-<'-'T + A_ib/+e€ |>+ ' tT (2.52)

A similar calculation for r < O gives

G(p, T < O) = -A+7o/-e-(£p-")T - A_7o(l - f+)e^"+^T (2.53)

We have set

and A± are the projection operators (2.36).

Other methods for performing the frequency sums can also be found in the
literature. For example, direct summations are sometimes possible [19].

2.2 Some Features Specific to Field Theory

This second part of the lecture consists in "worked out" exercises whose aim is to
illustrate some of the difficulties one encounters when applying the general methods
described above to field theory.
Thermodynamic Potential for the scalar field

Let us consider a scalar field <j> whose dynamics is described by the hamiltonian

# = y + H W)2 + JmV + A^ =H0 + H^ (2.55)

where HI = A<£4/4!. The thermodynamic potential is given by (see Eqs.(2.3) and

(2.12))

= --AnZ
P

\-f
I Jo

= Sl0--; In(T expl- drHI(T) >)o, (2.56)
P I Jo J

where fio is the thermodynamic potential for the free field. It may be obtained, for
example, from the functional integral (2.41) with j = O as

Q° = ~T

= ^TrInV- (2-57)
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The calculation of this determinant provides another illustration of the technique

presented in the previous section. Indeed, the contribution of the mode k to ÎÎQ may

be written as follows

2/3 ̂  v A "'

(2.58).

Dropping the last term in the expression above, one recovers the well known result

where u>£ = A;2 + m2. This result can of course be obtained directly in the operator

formalism, starting with the unperturbed hamiltonian written in terms of the normal
modes, HQ = H/tWfc(a|.afc + £). The last term ~ l/ij in the expression (2.58) gives an

infinite contribution. However, this term is constant, independent of the temperature

or of any other parameter characterizing the system. It may therefore be dropped.
The occurence of such "infinite constants", albeit unpleasant -they indicate that we

are manipulating mathematically ill defined objects- is frequent when calculating

functional integrals. To avoid such difficulties, it is sometimes necessary to have

recourse to the very definition of what is meant by a path integral such as (2.39),
namely a product of integrals at discrete points in time (or imaginary time). One

may also use more powerful regularizations of determinants such as (2.57). One such

regularization, known as the (,"-function regularization, consists in writing

In Det(.4) = -^A(s)\tsf) CA(a) = Tr A~s (2.60)

This formula is obviously correct for a finite matrix A. With A = —d% + u;|, i.e. for
the inverse propagator of a harmonic oscillator,

H=O

This sum is convergent for Re* > \ and its analytic continuation down to s = O

allows for a precise definition of the determinant; in the case of the oscillator this

method does give the correct answer [22].

Aside from the difficulty that we have discussed, we shall encounter divergences

which arise in field theory from the sum over modes with arbitrarily small wave-

lengths. In the expression (2.59) of £î0i the zero temperature contribution is explicitly
separated from the finite temperature correction. The zero temperature contribution

(2-62)
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OO
Figure 2: The lowest order correction to the thermodynamical potential in <t>4 theory.

O
Figure 3: Lowest order correction to the mass operator in scalar ^4 theory.

has no limit when A — » oo. In contrast, the finite temperature correction is finite. The

divergence in the zero temperature contribution can be absorbed in the redefinition

of the "vacuum energy" which is not a measurable quantity. Only variations of the

energy with respect to this vacuum energy can be properly defined in a field theory.

Let us nov/ consider the first order correction to f t , given by the diagram in

Fig.2. We have:

where again we have separated the zero temperature contribution, from finite tem-

perature corrections. As was the case for fio, the zero temperature piece in (Ii is

diverging. But now, we have a term, the last term, which is potentially dangerous, as

it is also diverging and is temperature dependent. However, it is easy to show that

this potential divergence is eliminated by a standard mass renormalization. To see
this explicitly, let us write the Dyson equation for the propagator

D~l = D0-
1 + E, (2.64)

where the self-energy, or mass operator S, is given by the simple "tadpole" diagram

of Fig.3:

To cancel the divergence in S, one adds a counter-term i£m2^2 in the hamiltonian,

and chooses 6m2 so that

ï ç s; +*»'-«
14



(renormalization condition). With this choice, there is no correction to the meson

mass at this order of approximation (and at, T = Q).
We note now that the mass counter-term should be added to the Hamiltonian in

the calculation of the thermodynamic potential to order A (formally, 6m2 is of order

A). Its contribution to fl is

•*•"*»-'
Adding this contribution to Cl1 obtained in Eq.(2.63), one finally gets

''
so that the finite temperature correction is finite. The vacuum part is still diverging;
it takes therefore a further substraction to make the thermodynamic potential finite.

The final result for the pressure, to first order in A may then be written [19]

13

More generally, one defines a "renormalized" thermodynamic potential by

,0). (2.70)

It is understood that all the counter-terms needed to render finite all zero- temperature

correlation functions are included in both fi(A,m, O) and fl(\,m,T), and that A and
m refer to renormalized quantities. With this procedure, all renormalization counter-

terms are defined at T = O, and flft is finite. A similar procedure may be used to

define a renormalized thermodynamic potential as a function of the chemical potential
fi. To see explicitely how this scheme works for QED or QCD, see for example

Refs.[23, 24, 25] and also [2Oj. For an early calculation of the thermodynamic potential

of QED, see [26].
The fact that the finite temperature contributions to the thermodynamic po-

tential are finite once renormalization has been carried out at zero temperature is

a general feature. The ultraviolet, divergences are entirely contained in the vacuum

(T — ft = O) part. Once renormalization has been done at T = p. = O, no more

UV divergence appear in calculating T ^ O, // ^ O corrections to the thermodynamic

potential. Physically, this is not surprising: one does not expect temperature effects
to play a role at distances d <c 1/T.
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As a last remark, one should also mention that A and m may depend implicitly
on an arbitrary energy scale M at which these quantities are given prescribed values

(at T = O). The thermodynamic potential, being a measurable quantity, should not
depend on this energy scale and satisfies therefore a renormalization group equation

M-J^R(A, m, T, M) = O (2J1)

Under appropriate conditions, it is possible to express the solution of this equation in

terms of an effective, or runnning, coupling constant which, for asymptotycally free

theories, goes to zero for infinitely large temperatures [7, 25].
I should add here that in some problems involving an intrinsic energy scale in-

dependent of the temperature, it may be convenient to use renormalization conditions

involving temperature dependent counter- terms. Depending on the renormalization
scheme, the running coupling may have different behaviours as T — > oo [27, 28].

Thermodynamic Potential for Fret Photons

The purpose of this exercise is to start presenting some of the difficulties encoun-

tered in studying the thermodynamics of gauge fields. We study here how spurious

degrees of freeedom may be introduced by the quantization procedure. These may

show up in thermal averages if one is not careful. To be specific, we consider the
example of QED in "Feynman gauge". The equations of motion in this gauge can be

derived from the Lagrangian

(2.72)

where the term (dpA1*)2 is the gauge fixing term, and in writing the second line, I
have dropped a total derivative. The lagrangian C may be naively interpreted as that
describing a set of four non interacting scalar fields. In fact, in Feynman gauge, the

quantization is achieved by demanding that the creation and destruction operators

which appear in the expansion of Atl,
-O » 3

' - + ef (k)a*(k, A)e"- , (2.73)

obey the following commutation rules (see for example [29])

)3«(£ - *')• (2-74)

Taking these rules into account, one can write the hamiltonian corresponding to (2.72)

as follows:

E 4(*)«A(*) - <4(*)«o(*)| • (2.75)
=i )
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This expression explicitly reflects the presence of four normal modes. The modes
with A = 1,2 correspond to the usual transverse photons. The one with A = 3 is a
"longitudinal" photon, while that with A = O is sometimes referred to as a "time-like"
photon. These last two modes represent unphysical degrees of freedom introduced for
the convenience of the quantization. If one uses this H in the calculation of Z, one
finds

fi = -I In (TV e-

a result which is obviously wrong. In fact there is a constraint that the physical states
should satisfy [29]

O • A(+}\1>) = O = £ A- - cA(*)aA(*)|V')- (2-77)
A=O

This condition follows from the gauge condition O11A
11 = O. Owing to the transversal-

ity of ei and 62, Eq. (2. 77) is equivalent to

(ao(*)-a3(*))W = 0. (2.78)

This constraint implies that the physical states should contain equal numbers of
"longitudinal" photons and "time-like" photons. Since a time-like photon gives a
contribution to the energy opposite to that of a longitudinal photon (see Eq.(2.75)),

such photons do not contribute to the energy of a physical state. If one implements
this constraint in the calculation of the partition function, one gets therefore the
correct result

fl = |£ln(l-e-^) (2.79)

where w* = \k\.

In the functional integral formalism, such restrictions on the states involved in
the calculation of the partition function are implemented via the standard Fadeev
Popov procedure[30].
Infrared Divergences and Rtsummation: an example

Let us consider the conribution to the thermodynamic potential of the family
of diagrams displayed in Fig.4:

ft* = i E h (1 + SpDpM) - i £ (SpDp(W,)) , (2.80)
*P P.v *P p,v
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O
Figure 4: Simple "ring" diagrams for <£4 theory

where £p is in fact independent of the loop momentum

A -̂, Tlfc

=
(2.81)

Note that this expression for the self-energy implicitly incorporates the contribution

of the mass counter-term whose role here is simply to cancel the vacuum contribu-

tion (compare Eq. (2.65)). If one expands the logarithm in (2.80) one gets infrared

divergences. For example, the second order term is

and

=
1 1 ̂  1 1

(2.82)

(2.83)

We have purposely singled out the i/ = O term which contains the infrared divergence:

L (984)2 l ;

It is easily seen that these divergences become worse and worse as higher order terms

are considered. However, the exact expression (2.80) is divergence free when m -+ O.

In fact, when m = O, one has

v _ ^ V ^ - - —
"fe ~ 2 V uik ~ 2 12 '

(2.85)

Inserting this result in the formula (2.80), and keeping only the dominant contribution

to flft, i.e. that of the mode u,v = O. one finds:

n— - * / d*k fin
"* - 1j3 J (27r)3 n(27r)3 24k' J

3/2

T'

Ar2 M
24 F/

(2'86)
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The physical mechanism at work here is very much similar to the phenomenon of
Debye screening of electric charges in the electron gas. As is well known, the per-

turbative calculation of the ground state energy of such a system is complicated by
infrared divergences which are due to the long range of the Coulomb force. However,
in a medium with moving charges, the Coulomb interaction turns into a short range

force. This is typically a non-perturbative effect which however can be easily incor-

porated in calculations via resummation techniques. The summation of the so-called
ring diagrams achieves this[17j. The non perturbative character of the phenomenon

is reflected in the non analytic behaviour of the expression (2.86) for small A.

Remark on infrared divergences in QCD
Equivalent resummations can be performed for QED[26] and QCD. Results for

QCD are reviewed by Shuryak [31, 32, 4] who argues that the contributions of such

diagrams are rather large and questions the validity of a perturbative calculation of
the thermodynamical potential.

Further problems indeed occur in QCD when one attempts to calculate higher

order corrections. A quick way to come face to face with the difficulty is to repeat
Linde's original argument [33]. Consider the contribution to the thermodynamical

potential of a diagram having / 4-gluon vertices (a similar analysis can be done for

3-gluon vertices as well and leads to similar conclusions). We have learned in the

previous exercise that the dominant contribution is expected to come from the modes

with (jjv = O, i.e. when all the d)v in the diagram are set equal to O. Then we can

write

n ~

'/ v'j, (2.8T)
Jm K'

with m an infrared cut-off. In writting the first line, we have used the fact that a

diagram with / 4-gluon vertices has 21 propagators and /+1 loops. From the expression

(2.87), one expects no divergence in fi, when m —> O, as long as / < 3. However, for

' = 3,

Q ~ (fT* In — (2.88)
m

while for / > 3,

,'-3

(2.89)
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that is, the thermodynamical potential diverges when m —> O, at fixed T. We have
seen that, in a thermal bath, particles acquire a mass because of their interactions.

For electric modes, the mass is of order gT so that there is no divergence in this

case. However, static magnetic modes are not screened (see section 4.2), i.e. for

them m = O, and these modes give a diverging contribution to the thermodynamical

potential. It has been argued that a screening of magnetic modes could arise because
of higher order effects, leading to a "magnetic mass" of order <72T"; such a value of the
infrared cut-off does not eliminate difficulties since then all terms in the perturbative

expansion are of the same order!
These infrared divergences make high order perturbative calculations unreliable.

Perharps they can be eliminated by appropriate resummations which have not yet

been found. It has also been argued that in the limit of high temperature, QCD

reduces to an effective 3-dimensional Yang-Mills theory with coupling g*T. This type
of theory is afflicted with I.R. divergences similar to the ones that we are discussing[34,

35].

3 LINEAR RESPONSE THEORY

In this lecture, we shall address a different type of questions, namely we shall calculate
real time processes in the presence of a thermal bath. These may be processes taking

place in the system without perturbing the equilibrium state, or weak perturbations

which drive the system slightly out of equilibrium. We shall not discuss the general
problem of fields out of equilibrium (The reader interested in recent works on this

subject may consult for example Refs.[36, 37]).

We shall describe linear response theory and show how it can be used to cal-
culate "real-time" correlation functions at finite temperature. This formalism is the
closest to the one that we have used in the first lecture, and the most convenient to ad-

dress the physical issues of the following lecture. Connections with other formalisms

will be briefly indicated at the end.

3.1 General Formalism

Linear response at zero temperature

We consider a system which at time t=0 is in its ground state \^o). At time

t > O, a weak perturbation A(<)F* is acting. The state of the system at time t is then
given by:

= U(t)\90) (9(t)\ = (90\U*(t), (3.1)
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with the evolution operator

U(t) = f-''

U*(t) = Texpj/ f<ft'A(0 J1H(OJe1"'. (3.2)

In this equation,

"' (3.3)

and we assume that //, the hamiltonian in the absence of the perturbation, is inde-
pendent of time. The expectation value of the operator F at time t is given, to first
order in A, by

(F)t = (F)0 - / jf «ft'A(0(*o| [JH(0,4(0]T |*o) (3.4)

This expectation value provides a measure of the "response" of the system to the per-

turbation represented by the operator F^. In general, the operator F is hermitian,
i.e. F * = F, as is appropriate for most physical applications. However, it is conve-
nient to leave open the possibility of dealing, at least formally, with non hermitian
perturbations (note that the operator U is non-unitary if F is non hermitian, hence
in that case, in spite of the notation used, t/t in Eq. (3.2) is not hermitian conjugate
to U); this allows us in particular to extend in a trivial fashion all results concerning

response functions to the single particle propagators. We also allow perturbations to
be induced by fermionic operators, for which \(t) is a Grassmann valued function of
time. Thus, in Eq.(3.4), as well as in the following, the upper sign refers to bosonic
operators, while the lower sign refers to fermionic ones.

Linear response at non zero temperature
At non zero temperature, the equilibrium state of the system is described by a

statistical density operator:

e-:iH

'PC = O) = £ W n ) P n ( V n ] = ——. (3.5)
ri ^

with Z = Tre~0H the partition function. The evolution in time does not change the
probabilities pn, and the density operator at time t is given by

with U(t) and U^ (t) the evolution operators (3.2). The expectation value of F at
time t is given by a formula analogous to (3.4)

= (F)0 - , j A ( O < F H ( O . F w ( O T ) o (3.7)
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where now, for any operator (9,

(O)0=Tr{OV(t = 0 ) } . (3.8)

Retarded Response function

Let us now define a retarded response function

XK(t) = M(t)([FH(t), Fb(O)] J0 (3.9)

This is also sometimes called a "causal" response function since it vanishes for t < O,

that is prior to the action of the perturbation. The function \R can be used to express

the expectation values (3.4) or (3.7):

(F), = (F)0 - r dt'\(t')XR(t - t'). (3.10)
•I — 'Xi

In this equation, the limits of the integral have been extended to ±oc on account of

the fact that \(t) = O if t < O and \/j(/ — t') = O if t' > t. Let us now assume that the
perturbation is adiabatically switched off at large times. Then a Fourier transform of

I can be defined as follows:

) = r dte^e-lt
XR(t), (3.11)

J-OO

where it is understood that e — * O. With this definition we have

fOO

(F)» = [ dte^e-" ((F), - (F)0) = -AM*(w). (3.12)
*/OO

By using the complete set of states of the hamiltonian //, one easily gets

e-" ([FH(t), F*H(

I l(n\F\m)\*

Spectral Functions

We continue the list of useful functions which are related to the response func-

tion just introduced. First the spectral function

p ~ n ,

= 27T £ -^- {6(u + En- Fm)|(77|F|m)|2 T 6(u + Em - Fn)|(n|Ft|m)|2} .
n,m

(3.14)



The spectral function can be expressed in terms of the probabilities of the transitions

induced by the perturbation F between the various eigenstates of the hamiltonian.

From Fermi's Golden Rule, one has

«;„_„ = 2jr«(u; + En - Em)\(m\F*\n)\* . (3.15)

Thus,

For positive u;, Em > E,,, pn > pm and 5'(u;) is related to the rate of absorption of

energy by the system under the action of the perturbation A(<)F f .

It is sometimes convenient to separate the contributions to S(u) in two pieces

(the two terms of the commutator in Eq. (3.9)) and to define the following functions

X> and \<:

(3.17)

The retarded response function can be expressed in terms of the functions (3.17)

For each of the two functions (3.17), we den'ne

XM = T dte'»\(t), (3.19)
J-fX>

A simple calculation then gives

?„ - E,,,)\(n\F\m)l2

?», - En)\(n\Fi\m)\*. (3.20)

These functions obey the following identities which are easily established using the

explicit forms (3.1J) and (3.20):

\<(u;) = 5(u;)/(u;) (3.21)

with

/(u,') = ^ . (3.22)
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One should also mention that the spectral function satisfies sum-rules. For example,

from Eq.(3.14) one obtains easily

(3-23)

Imaginary Time Response Functions and the Analytic Continuation

Let us now consider the function:

, T2) = (TFn(T1 )/$(ra))0

= Tr C-^TFw(Ti)Fa(T2), (3.24)

where FH(T) is denned by (compare Eq.(2.7))

FH(T) =eHTFe-HT, (3.25)

and O < TI < /?, O < T2 < /3. In (3.24), the symbol T orders the operators on its right

from left to right in decreasing order of their time arguments with, for fermion like
operators, a minus sign if the ordering involves an odd permutation. We have

*)

= 0,T2) (3.26)

(+for bosons and — for fermions). The proofs of these two properties are elementary.
The property i) states that \ is a function of the single variable T1 — T2; this follows

immediately from the definition of \ and the fact that H does not depend on T. As

for ii), we have:

,V(T1 = O. r2) = ±-Tr{e-'3" Ft(T2)F(O)), (3.27)

and

X ( T I = / * , r,) = Tr {e-0H F(P)F* (

(3.28)

where, in the last step, use has been made of the cyclic invariance of the trace. From
the properties i) and ii) one deduces that

- T2) = ±X'(T1- T2 + /?), (3.29)
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that is x is a periodic (bosons) or antiperiodic (fermions) function of T\ — 7-2[38, 39].

It can then be represented by a Fourier series:

X( r) = ̂ E 6^xK), (3.30)

with

TX(r), (3.31)
Jo

and the w^'s are the Matsubara frequencies which have been introduced in the first

lecture (see Eq.(2.21)). An explicit expression for \(uv) can be obtained in terms of

the eigenstates and eigenvalues of H

, .
(3'32)

The function \(w,,) is defined on a discrete set of points w,,. It can be continued

into a function of a complex variable z, \(c), which is trivially obtained by replacing

Wj, in the expression (3.32) by z. If only the Fourier coefficients \u = x(ijjv) are

known, it is not a priori a simple task to reconstruct \(z). However, in practice,

approximation schemes lead to functional expressions for X(MV)- The question arises

then of whether the continuation obtained by replacing in these expressions u>v by
z leads to a unique function. There is clearly an ambiguity since, for example, the

functions /(z) and f(ze") are different functions of z which take the same values for

z = 2îri/. However, one can show[40] that a unique continuation is obtained if the
following two conditions are satisfied:

!*(*)!-» O when|-|->0,

\(z) is analytic outside the real axis. (3.33)

This analytic continuation is conveniently expressed in terms of the spectral function

(3.14)

i.e. the spectral function is the discontinuity of \(:) accross the reai axis:

S(u) = j (x(w + ie) - x(w - ie)) = 2Imx(W). (3.35)

The retarded response XR(UJ) can be obtained from x(z) by setting z = w + ie with

w real.

It may be useful at this stage to list the various response functions that we have

introduced.
The "Toolbox"
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Figure 5: Integration contour for Eq.(3.36)

Figure 6: Integration contour for Eq.(3.38)

Retarded response function

where the contour C is indicated in Fig.5. The inverse relation is:

= r dte-iute-et
XR(t)

J-OO

Time ordered response function

àjj

where C is the contour indicated on Fig.6.

• Imaginary time response function

(3.36)

(3.37)

(3.38)

P
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with

ftx(r}. (3.40)
o

• Spectral function and Fourier transform

All Fourier transforms listed above can be deduced, by the procedures that are
indicated, from the single analytic function

,./-*; SM. (3.41)
J-'x, 2x u> — z

where S(u>) is the spectral function

,SV) = r dtt"1 ([F(I), F f(0)]T)0 (3.42)
./-•X'

Thus, the information about real-time response (i.e. the physical information about
scattering processes for example) can be obtained from the imaginary time response.
The imaginary time response is usually easier to calculate. But the analytic contin-
uation is not always easy to perform explicitly.

As a simple exercise, the reader may verify that the spectral functions A(p,u)
for the single particle propagators, which belong to the class of functions that we have

considered in this section, are given by the formulae below. For the non-relativistic
particle

' ; o_ iCp — uJ J—oo £n u.1 — u}

with

.4(/7,U.-) = 27r6(u; - f.p). (3.44)

For the free scalar field.

Atn i\ —— 1 f\l » f \ f t l i i , \ \ /O /1 f \^

For the free Dirac fermion,

A(W) = -(t + m) (6(u - tp) - 6(u + c p ) ) . (3.46)
ep

Note that for non interacting systems, these spectral functions are independent of the
temperature. This is no longer true a( non-zero temperature. Spectral functions do
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obey relations valid at all temperatures. As an example, the following relations can
be established for the spectral function of the interacting scalar field:

/

oo efw
— wA(p,w) = 1. (3.47)

-oo 2?r

Similarly, for the Dirac field,

/

•x, (JiIjJ
— Tr{/l(p,who} = 4. (3.48)

•00 Ln

As a final exercise, one may express the time dependent propagators in terms of the
spectral functions. For the scalar field, one gets:

- f°° dw ^ - -• f* du> ^ -•
D(k,r>0) = ^e-»TD>(k,u) D(k,T<0) = — e~»T D<(k,u),

J-ix, Zv J-ix, iTT
(3.49)

where

) (1 + n(w)) -D<(£,w) = A(Jf,w)n(w). (3.50)

3.2 Quasiparticles

Although most of the following discussion is carried out using non relativistic propa-

gators, it should be clear that the basic concepts apply as well to relativistic systems.
Spectral function and self-energy

The single particle propagator satisfies the Schwinger-Dyson equation

GT1M = G0-
1M + E(w). (3.51)

We wish to relate the imaginary part of G, or more precisely the spectral function

4M = 7 {£(*> + «/) -G(w -ti;)} (w real), (3.52)

to the "imaginary part" of E defined by

r(w) = |{£(w + t i f ) -£ (w -«;)}. (3.53)

We can write for S a spectral representation analogous to Eq.(3.34):

W.J-%m.. ,3.54,
J-oo 27T W - W

We set

S(w ± in) = Re E(w) ± ^F, (3.55)
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with

(3.56)
ZJT U J - U J

and P denotes the principal value of the integral. Let us assume for simplicity that
G, /I, E are diagonal operators. For example, in an infinite uniform system, because

of translational invariance, these operators are diagonal in momentum space. Then

tP'W' ~ e° + E(p, w + irj) -a- itj ~ c°p + £(p,u; - MJ) - a + «/'

A simple calculation gives

A(p-» = -- - ̂ ^ - . (3.58)
(cO + ReS-*)2 + !!

When F is small, /4(p, u/) exhibits a well defined peak at u> ~ £,, with ep given by

c° + Re S(p, w = Cp) = ep, (3.59)

and one may write

A(p, w) w 2TTzp6(ep - u) (3.60)

where zp is given by

(3.61)

Such a structure in /l(p,u;) is associated with a "quasiparticle" excitation (compare

with the spectral function of a free particle, Eq. (3.44)).
Physical Interpretation of F

Consider the following quantity

2 = | G p ( < 2 > * i ) | 2 . (3.62)

This may be viewed as the probability that, having added a particle of momentum p

at time J1, and removing it at time /2i the system returns to its initial state, i.e. the

state in which it is at time <i[18]. From the expressions given above, we have

Gp(t2 > I1) = jT ~e-**"»-"U(w) (1 ± /(«)) . (3.63)

We assume that A(U) is of the form
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If F is sufficiently small, one does not make a large error in replacing A(LJ) and /(u>)
in Eq.(3.63) by A(ep) and /(ep) respectively. The integral is then elementary and
yields

Gp(t2 -M w ( l ±/(ep))e-"'"»-">e-**-">, (3.65)

where we have set 7 = — F/2 (note that F < O with our sign conventions). One may
also obtain this result by looing for a complex pole of G(W). Setting w = tp + if
and solving G~l(u) = O, one finds, for small 7, e° = ep + ReS(ep),7 = — /m£(ep).
Thus, 7 may be interpreted as the decay rate of a single particle excitation [18]. Other
interpretations may also be encountered. For example when studying the scattering
of a particle off a many body system, it is sometimes convenient to interpret E
as an "optical" potential whose imaginary part represents the loss of flux in the
elastic channel[15). Another place where F enters is in the study of the approach
to equilibrium after a weak perturbation which produces a slight deviation of the

distribution function from its equilibrium value[18, 41]. Let fp(t) the distribution
function, i.e. the occupation probability of a. quasiparticle state with momentum p.
One can write for / a Boltzmann like equation whose solution takes the form

fP(t) = f? + 6fpe-W, (3.66)

and

^ = (3'67)

Whichever interpretation is appropriate for the problem at hand, it should be
clear that a non vanishing F arises from collisions between the particles and |F| may
indeed be interpreted as a collision rate. Classically one would write |F| ~ <rt;rc/n,
with cr the collision cross-section. In fact, defining functions S>(p,o;) and E<(p,w) in
analogy with the corresponding definitions for the propagators, Eqs.(3.17) and (3.19),
we can write (compare Eq. (3. 21 ) )

= FdlVf,t(p, UJ)Tr1V11^e(PV), (3.68)

where YdiTect(p, w) is the total rate of processes which deplete the population of the
state with momentum p, and Finuerje(p,w) is the rate of processes which populate
the state p. In Eq.(3.68), while the — sign for bosons may appear naturel in the

context of a kinetic equation, the + sign for fermions is at first sight counterintuitive.
In fact, one should keep in mind that we are dealing with many body processes.
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Thus, the + sign for fermions is a consequence of the Pauli blocking: it originates
from the fact that the presence of a particle in the state of momentum p prevents
the "inverse" scattering to take place into that particular state; thus both !'direct and
^inverse contribute in fact to the depletion of the state p [18].

These considerations apply to non relativistic as well as to relativistic fields.

The following examples provide an illustration of the calculation of F in simple field
theoretical models.

• Example 1 -Scalar Field With <f>3 Interaction

Consider the following contribution to the self-energy of the scalar field:

(3.69)

A convenient way to perform the calculation is to use the time dependent prop-

agators obtained in section (2.1). We have

JD]., ].
, T) = g2 / —oDp+kin - T2)D11(T2 - T1) (3.70)

J (ew)

and, using the explicit expressions (2.48) and (2.50), one gets

x [(I + iifc )e-v" T + nke"*T] . (3.71)

This expression is valid for T > O. This is all what is needed in order to calculate
the Fourier coefficients

n ( / > , u ; ) = / dTearIl(p,T), (3.72)
Jo

where it is understood in doing this calculation that uj is an even Matsubara
frequency, so that e*" = 1. The integral over r is elementary and one gets

finally

/ 1 -f np+ k + rik 1 + np+k + nknr , _ 2 / <*%• 1 1
J (2îr)D 2u>fc 2w/rt \£) O O I I , ^

(3.73)

The statistical factors and the energy denominators may be easily recognized

from second order perturbation theory. The table below gives these statisti-
cal factors for the four distinct processes contributing to V^irect and rinuerse.
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P p+k p >^ p p»k P k

S*

(a) (b) (C) (d)

Figure 7: The four processes contributing to F 'direct in 4>3 theory.

Diagrams representing these processes are displayed if Fig.7.

Process +Direct —Inverse

a (1 -i-np+k)(l + nk) -np+knk

b iip+kn-k -(I + "*)(! +np+k)
c (1 + np+k)nk -(I + nk)np+k

""t(l +«p+*)

• Example 2 -Dirac Fermion Coupled to a Scalar Field

Consider the following contribution to the self-energy of a Dirac fermion:

S(p» = ^-L • 1— (3.74)

Proceeding as for the scalar field, we get

- r) = -g* —GV-A.(r)D,(r), (3.75)

where the propagators are given explicitly in Eqs.(2.52) and (2.48) respectively.

Note that we need only their expression for r > O since we are interested

eventually in the Fourier coefficients

S(P1U?,,)= /(îrfre""'rS(p,7) (3.76)
./o

where Reu;^ = O. A straightforward calculation then gives

(3.77)
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J

P P+k

(a)

p+k

(b) (c)

Figure 8: Proceses contributing to F ,/,,.„, for a Dirac fermion coupled to a scalar field.

where

c««r±,0 + l Hk = ef**» - 1 (3'78)

and A* are the projectors (2.36). The statistical factors for (he various pro-

cesses contributing to F are listed below. Note that, SL contrast to the bosonic
case, the two contributions add up (effect of Pauli principle). The diagrams

corresponding to the direct processes are displayed in Fig.8.

Process Direct +Inverse

3.3 Real Time formalisms

In these formalisms, one calculates correlation functions directly in real time. One
circumvents thus the analytic continuation which it is necessary to perform in the
imaginary time formalism. Such a continuation may be difficult for n-point functions

with n > 2. Since this would take us into long formal developments, we shall not

present such formalisms in detail. VVe shall simply illustrate the main ideas. Let us

start by a remark on propagators at finite temperature.

Dolan-Jackiw PropagatorfJC]

Let us consider the time ordered propagator for the scalar field. Using the

definition, Eq.(3.37) with F a scalar field, and Eqs.(3.17), one can write

(3.79)

(3-8°)

Using the integral representation of the function 6(t),
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one can transform (3.79) into

x(w) = r*J(_jW) ___ xi(uO
AV ' J 27T \u'-u-it u'-u + ie

Î5M/M. (3.81)
;r u — u —

where we have used the definition (3.19) for the Fourier transforms of Y^(UJ) and

^(u;). For free fields,

(3.82)

so that

— U* — 1C
— + 2i.Kn(u>k)6(u2 - u*). (3.83)

Thus, in the free propagator, the T = O contribution separates from the specific

finite temperature contribution. Since in a perturbative calculation all temperature
dependence comes from the propagators, one could naively expect a separation of

the various contributions of diagrams into T = O and T^O pieces, based on the

corresponding separation in (3.84). This looks convenient, but it leads to difficulties.
In fact, if one insists on using such propagators as (3.83), one has to develop a more

complicated formalism.

Direct calculations in real time

Consider the correlation function:

( f - 0 f l 1
I)F^(O)) = Tr I —— e'HtFc-iHi F^(O) ^ ,(F(I)F^(O)) = Tr —— e'tFc-iHi F^(O) , (3.84)

where we assume i > O. In order to develop a perturbative expansion for this object,

we shall consider the following evolution operator in the interaction picture:

It is straightforward to show that this operator obeys the following differential equa-

tions:

where H\(t') is the usual interaction representation of the operator H\:

//,(<) = c'"0>Hjc-iHo' (3.87)
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Figure 9: An example of integration contour for Eq.(3.90).

The operator Ui(—i/3,Q) = e^
Ho€-0H f,as ^j16 usua| perturbative expansion

(2.10). As for the operator {//(<, O) and Ui(Q, t), they are given by

(3.88)

Ui(t,Q) = eiHote-iHt = 1 -i {'dt'H1(V]V1(I
1,

Jo

= T exp I -if H1(I
1Wf

Ui(0,t) = elHtf-'Hot = 1 + i f dfU,(Q,f)Hi(f)
Jo

= t exp {-» y Hi(f)d1'\ (3.89)

These equations are easily obtained by writing the corresponding differential equa-
tions along with their appropriate boundary conditions. The symbol T in Eq. (3.89)
orders the operators on its right in increasing order of their time arguments from left
to right.

Using the operators (3.85), one can write

-0H0

-i/3, Q)U1(O, t) F1(I)U, (t,

{Tc{exP(-t/c/f,(OA)}>o
(3.90)

where the symbol TC implies an ordering of the operators on its right along a contour
such as the one displayed in Fig.9. In fact there is a large freedom in the choice of
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the contour. This freedom reflects the existence of identities such as

O) = U,(-i0,t - If)U1(I - i*?,t)F(t)Uf(t,0)F*(Q)

where O < 7 < ft. Such a relation follows from the group property satisfied by the

evolution operator, as can be derived from the differential equations (3.86). A popular
choice for the contour is that corresponding to 7 = 1/2. This leads to a particular
formulation which goes under the name of thermofield dynamics[43]. The usefulness
of such folded contours was introduced long ago in the context of non equilibrium
quantum mechanics at T = O [44] [45].

The evaluation of the expression (3.90) requires information on the system
moving forward in time from O to t (contour C+), and backwards from t to O (contour
C"_). Alternatively, one can use a time reverse copy of the system moving forward
in time to describe the backward piece of the countour. The price to pay is the

introduction of extra degrees of freedom. This doubling of the degrees of freedom can
be elegantly accomplished by using the Liouville representation of operators (see[46]).
It can furthermore be shown [20] that if one lets the initial and final times (O and t
here) go to ±00, the contribution of the vertical pieces of the contour can be ignored
when calculating real time correlation functions. In this case, the propagator may be
conveniently represented by a 2 x 2 matrix:

D++
D ( I 1 J 2 ) =

where the supersripts ± depend on whether the times ^1 and I3 are on the pieces C±

of the contour, respectively. Note that D++ is the Dolan Jackiw propagator.

4 ELEMENTARY EXCITATIONS OF THE ULTRA-
RELATIVISTIC PLASMA

In this last lecture, we review some properties of elementary excitations in a quark-
gluon plasma. In fact, we shall not go into the subtleties of non-abelian gauge theories
and most of our discussion will be applicable striclty to a QED plasma only. In some
cases, this will not even be the case, since we shall use scalar field theory for illustration

purposes. Nevertheless, we hope that this lecture will provide a useful introduction
to what is presently an active field of research, with many open problems. References

to recent work will be given. The reader will find in Ismael Zahed's lecture [47] a
more advanced account of some of the issues discussed here.
Scalar Field-Thermal Mass Shift
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Let us start with an elementary remark concerning the effect of a heat bath on
the "masses" of particles. Consider the propagator for the scalar field. Its Fourier
transform is given by

0o(k,u;) = -T-Î—J, (4.1)
UJ,. - U)2

where w| = k2 + m2. The inverse propagator obeys Dyson 's equation

). (4.2)

At zero temperature, the self-energy S is a function of k2, the four momentum squared

of the particle. This follows from Lorentz invariance. Also, "on mass shell", D~l(k2 =

m2) = O. This equation defines the mass of the particle. At finite temperature,
because the heat bath provides a. prefered frame, manifest Lorentz invariance is lost

and S becomes a function of two Lorentz scalars which can be constructed from P

and the four velocity u'L of the heat bath, e.g. a = k^u^ and |k| = ((k^u^)2 — &2)*[48].
As the notation suggests, u> and |k| can be interpreted as the energy and the three

momentum of an excitation. Indeed, it follows from the definitions just given that

w2 — |k|2 = k2; also, in the rest frame of the plasma, u1' = (1,0,0,0) and we have u> =

k0. Elementary excitations, i.e. "quasiparticles" (see second lecture) will be studied

in this particular frame. We shall consider "dispersion relations", i.e. functions w(k)

giving the energy of a quasiparticle as a function of its momentum k. The function

w(k) is defined implicitly by the equation D"1(w(k),k) = O, assuming the imaginary

part to be small enough so that the quasiparticle is well defined. The "mass" of the

excitation is defined as the value of w(k) for k = O.
As an illustration, consider the lowest order correction to S, already calculated

in section 2.2

The first term goes away with mass renormalization (see first lecture). We impose in

the renormalization that the zero temperature mass remains equal to zero. One can

then calculate easily the finite temperature correction to the self energy

f d3k 1 1 _ T2

J (2 i r ) 3 ) J fce0*- l ~ "Ï2 ' (4'4)

Plugging this result into Dyson's equation (4.2), one finds the following equation for

the energies of the quasiparticles:

£T'(k,w) = w,2. - (w(k))2 + A— = O, (4.5)
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that is

with

M2 = A^-. (4.7)

Thus, the spectrum of elementary excitations is that of a massive particle. A mode of
the scalar field which is massless in free space, i.e. at T = O, acquires a "mass" via its
interaction with other particles present in the heat bath. If the mode is massive in free

space, its "thermal mass" is the sum of the usual mass and a correction analogous to
that given in Eq.(4.7). This phenomenon, that elementary excitations in a relativistic
plasma acquire a mass, or a correction to their mass, due to their interactions, is quite

general. It occurs for scalar bosons [42], gauge bosons [23, 48] and fermions [49, 50],
One should keep in mind the precise definition that we have given for the "mass" of
a quasiparticle. This is particularly important in discussing theories with chiral or
gauge invariance, as will be the case in the next sections.

4.1 The Fermioiiic excitations

The first studies of elementary fermionic excitations in a quark-gluon plasma were
'•arried out by Klimov[49] and Weldon[50] (see also[51]). Since then, quite a number of
papers have been devoted to this question[52, 53, 54, 55, 56], but many open questions

remain.

Basic equations
Let us recall the structure of the basic equations to be solved in order to deter-

mine the properties of the quasiparticles. The Dyson equation

G~l(p,uj) = GO*(P,U) -t-£(p,u!) (4.8)

expresses the full propagator G(p,w) in terms of the mass operator £(p,u;) and the
free propagator 6f^"1(p,w) = — u>-y0 + 7 • p + m. The mass operator has the following
structure

S(p,u;) = U70+ 6 7 - P + c (4.9)

where a, 6 and c are functions of w and |p|. This form exhibits rotational invariance

( but not manifest Lorentz invariance). One can show that, when m. —* O, c —> O. In
this limit, {75, S} = O, so that self-energy corrections preserve chiral invariance; thus,
even though the fermions acquire a "mass" in the heat bath (see below), this does
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not imply a breaking of chiral symmetry. Using Eq.(4.9), on can write the inverse
propagator as follows:

G-'(p, w) = (« -") 7o + (l + *)7- P + (« + »*)• (4.10)

Information concerning the elementary excitations can be obtained from a study
of the spectral function of G (see section 3.2). However, when the imaginary part of
the mass operator S(p,w) can be neglected, well defined quasiparticles are associated
to the poles of G(p,u>) on the real axis. We shall assume this to be the case in the
present discussion. The quasiparticle energies are then given by the solutions of the
equation det(G-1) = O:

with £ = ±1. In the vicinity of a pole w,, we can write;

G(P, w) ~ -̂ - (4.12)
U>j — U)

where ZJ(P) is equal to the residue of G(P1U;) at the pole u>j(p):

=i(p) = ; (4.13)
da d i

1 - — - C7-V(I + 6)»p2 + (c + m P
dw du v

and the whole expression is evaluated at u = Uj(p).
The solutions (4.11) coincide, in the limit of no interaction where a = b = c = O,

with the solutions of the free Dirac equation, u) = ±\/P2 + m2- In *ne presence of
interactions, the solutions still go pairwise, as a consequence of charge conjugation
symmetry (a is an odd function of u>, while 6 and c are even). However we have
the possibilty of extra solutions, say with positive u> in the case where u: — a < O.

One may get some insight on the quantum numbers of these possible extra solutions
in the limiting cases where m = O or p = O. In both cases, we shall see that the
interaction with the heat bath is responsible for a strong mixing betwenn the positive
and negative energy solutions of the free Dirac equation.

Consider first the case m = O. The Dirac equation for the spinors characterizing
the excitations is then

[( I+ fc)Q-p]V = (w-«M- (4.14)

Since [75,0?] = O, the spinor & is an eigenstate of 75, i.e. it has a good "chirality". It

has also a good "helicity", i.e it is an eigenstate of S -p = ^5S-p. In fact, multiplying
Eq.(4.14) by 75, one gets

[ ( l + 6 ) a - p i 0 = (w-a)75V (4.15)
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Thus a solution such that u; — a > O has a chirality equal to its helicity; this is what

happens for the normal Dirac fermion with positive energy. However, a solution such

that <jj — a < O (and u> > O) corresponds to a spinor in which the helicity is opposite
to the chirality, as is the case for a normal Dirac fermion with negative energy.

Similar considerations apply to the case p = O, but m ^- O. In this case, the

Dirac equation is

[(c + mho] ̂  = (w-a)^ (4.16)

Of course, here, a discussion in terms of chirality and helicity is no longer appropriate:
when m ^ O, chirality is not a good quantum number and helicity is not defined when

P = O. However, the eigenvalues of 70 are good quantum numbers, and we have again

two possibilities. The solution with w — a > O corresponds to 70 = 1; this is the
normal state. A solution with u — a < O, and w > O, corresponds to 70 = —1, the

quantum number of a normal negative energy solution.

The foregoing discussion will rely on the lowest order contribution to S already
calculated in section 3.2 (Eq.(3.77)). We shall not discuss many of the complications
encountered in analyzing results of such calculations; in particular, the problem of

separating the vacuum contribution, the renormalization process which may introduce
infrared divergences, and also issues related to the gauge dependence of the results

when dealing with a non abelian gauge theory.

High density, high temperature limit

The integrand in (3.77) has a significant contribution in the region k ~ ft or T.

Thus, in the case where m,p <C ju or T, the inequality p <C k holds over most of the

integration range, and we can replace ep_]c by k —pcosO in (3.77), where O is the
angle between p and k. Now, if we make the hypothesis that the modes will also
be such that u> <C p or T, then the first and the last term in (3.77), for which the

energy denominators are of order k, are small compared to the second and third terms

where the energy denominators are approximately u ±pcosO. Keeping only these
dominant terms, ignoring the vacuum contribution, and setting m = O for simplicity,

one obtains then

9

Jo
cos 9

o

(4.17)

The integrals over k and over 9 are thus decoupled, and a straightforward calculation
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gives the following results for the functions a and a defined in Eq. (4.9):

(4.18)
p

-P
In these equations,

(4.19)

Tl/ = /'2 + TT2T^, (4.20)
4?r

This "thermal mass" is the generalization of (4.7) for a fermion at finite temperature

and finite chemical potential. Using the explicit form of the functions a and 6 just
derived, one can write the equation for the energy of the quasiparticles in the form:

-o
with x = ui Jp and

In
a:
X-I

(4.22)

The solution of (4.21) gives p as a function of x = w/p, from which one obtains the
dispersion relation u>(p) in parametric form. The resulting spectrum is displayed in

Fig.10.
An interesting feature of this spectrum is the existence of two branches u>+(p)

and u-(p). The branch u>+ is the usual fermionic excitation, while the second one
corresponds to a mode with chirality opposite to helicity (see the discussion above).
The explicit behavior of the dispersion relations are easy to obtain from the parametric
equation (4.21). At low momentum, one finds

while at large momentum,

M4 rf
(4.24)

h -s (4.25)

Thus, at large momentum, both modes go over to the normal fermion mode. This

is not unexpected: interactions with the heat bath generate corrections which, on an
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Figure 10: Spectrum of quark-like excitations in a quark-gluon plasma. The upper
branch is the "normal" one.

energy scale, are of order gT. These corrections become negligible when the fermion

momentum is large compared to this scale. The branch u>_ has further interesting
features; in particular it presents a minimum for a finite value of the momentum, at
which point the group velocity, du/dp vanishes. The residues z± at the quasiparticle

poles, i.e. the "quasiparticle strengths", can also be calculated [52, 53]. One finds that
z± —» i when p —» O, which reflects a symmetry between the two excitations already
visible in the low momentum behaviour (4.23). When p —» oo, z+ —» 1 while 2_ —>• O;
thus at large momentum, the u>_ branch disappears from the spectrum, which again
is not unexpected since the very existence of this branch is due to interactions with
the heat bath.

\

Further insights into the properties of these modes may be gained by studying

the case p = O. This case indeed lends itself to simple calculations, which are made
even simpler if, in a first approximation, one neglects the mass in the calculation of
S. Then, when p = O, S is simply

and the equation for the modes is

= 0.

The dominant contribution to a(w) is easily obtained from (4.17):

(4.26)

(4.27)

(4.28)
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The quasiparticle energies ("masses" in the present case where p = O) are given by

the solutions of

a - u + m = O wr = f + ^4Af2 + m2 (7o = 1) (4.29)

a - w - m = 0 ws = -f -fv/4M2 + ;n2 (70 = -!) (4.30)

where r = ±1, s = ±1. As long as m < Af, we have two positive roots:

W+=W1.=+! U > _ = U J S = _ 1 (4.31)

The propagator can be written

2 a— w + m 2 a — a; — m

£i_ (4.32)
2 u>r - w 2 W3 - w

and we have z"1 = 1 - da/du>\Ur = 1 + M2/u>;?, 2, = — zr, 2r 4- 2-r = 1- In the limit

where m -* O, Z+ = z, = i. In this limit, the spectral function has the following

form

A(U) = 27T^ [6(u -M) + S(u + M)] (4.33)

which reflects a two-fold degeneracy of the states 70 = il at w = ±M. This is to be
compared with the spectral function for a normal Dirac fermion

A(u) = 2* [^±l-6(u -M) + 1^-6(U + M)], (4.34)

in which the states 70 = 1 at u; = M and 70 = — 1 at w = — M are not degenerate.

This brief presentation has left aside many interesting questions, some of which

are discussed in the literature, and some deserves further studies. The issue of how the
splitting of the quasiparticle strength develops as the temperature is raised is discussed

in Réf. [57]. A possible physical interpretation of the new branch in the spectrum,

based on an analogy with BCS theory of supraconductivity, has been given by Weldon

[52, 53]. Consequences of the particular structure of the fermion spectrum on dilepton

production in a quark-gluon plasma have been analyzed by Braaten and Pisarski[58j.

Among issues which require clarification we may mention the role of renormalization
counter- terms, of screening corrections, of gauge dependence of propagators and the

ensuing ambiguity in the definition of the quasiparticles.

4.2 Bosonic Excitations

This is a topic on which there has been a lot of activity during the recent years. It

has been, and still is a controversial subject. We cannot go into much detail in this
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short presentation. Keeping in line with the spirit of these lectures, I shall simply try

to introduce the main problems and, for more informations, refer to the littérature

and in particular to recent review papers [14, 47].
Structure of the propagator

We start by introductory remarks on the structure of the propagator for a

gauge boson at finite temperature. This propagator can be written, in the so-called
"covariant gauge", as

a £ . (4.35)

The presence of the parameter a in Eq.(4.35) reflects the gauge dependence of the

propagator. This gauge dependence cancels out in the calculation of physical quan-

tities (see below for an example). However care should be exerted when trying to

extract physical information from the propagator itself, or from the associated spec-

tral function. In particular, properties of quasiparticles, as defined in section 3.2 from

the poles and residues of the propagator, may suffer from gauge ambiguities in non
abelian gauge theories.

The inverse of the free propagator (4.35) is given by

» -i ~ Q
D = 9uvk2 - *„*„. (4.36)

W I + a

Note that the sign convention is such the gauge boson propagator coincides, for the

spatial modes among which are the physical degrees of freedom, with the propagator
of a scalar field. The full propagator obeys a Dyson equation

D~l = D + FV, (4.37)

where the polarization operator FV is a transverse operator

FIV = 1V^" = °- (4-38)

These relations, which follow from gauge invariance, are easily taken into account by

writing

FV = UT(k, U)P1U, + UL(k, U)Q111,, (4.39)

where the projection operators Ptw and QIIV satisfy the folowing algebra (k2 = w 2 — P)

K P1111 = k Q1I1, — O "IW + Qltu = -jjj gfil/

P^Pav = -Pl Q»Q.V = -<?"„ P»0QOU = O.

(4.40)
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With these relations, it is a simple task to invert Eq.(4.37) to obtain D:

D" - -^Tr - A + 0+«)^- <«»
The following explicit expressions are also useful

kjkj

H2 ,2 £.£.

In particular, P"v = -2. <?"„ = -1, and

. , (4.43)
*•

Interaction of Two External Cwrnnts
As a first illustration of the use of this propagator, let us study the interaction of

two "external" currents in a medium at finite temperature. The interaction, supposed
to be weak, between one current and the medium is governed by the hamiltonian

- A(r)] (4.44)

Because of this interaction, the current induces in the medium a vector potential
whose average value can be obtained from linear response theory as explained in
section 3.1 (see Eq.(3.7)

(A11(T, O) = -' A* Mdï9(t - <'){K(r, t). /Ur'. /')]»e"x/(r', O, (4.45)
J — OO

where the time dependent, operators A11(T. t) are Heisenberg operators in the absence

of the external current; we assume that jflt(r, t) — » O smoothly as t — * —oo, and

that the average vector potentials vanish if there is no external current. Taking the
Fourier transform of this relation, one can write

(/Uq.«>)) = -D^(W)XM- (4.46)

where the function £>^,(q,u,-) is the retarded response function constructed from the

vector potentials as indicated in section 3.1, and we have set

'""-''vj"(-'-) (4.47)

If an other current is introduced in the system, it interacts with the vector

potential created by the first current. The resulting change in the total energy is the
interaction energy of the two currents

Eint(t) = -i r <!3r<M(t. - t') J^(Jf

DfaJW^*') (4.48)
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Figure 11: QED polarization operator in one loop approxiamtion.

By Fourier analyzing this expresion, one may write the contribution to the interaction

energy corresponding to an exchange of momentum q and energy w

V(f,u) = -j^t(q)D^(Zu)feft(-q). (4.49)

This is the generalization of the one-photon exchange potential which takes into ac-

count medium effects. The retarded response function DR(q,u) and the propagator
D(g,u) introduced above (Eq.(4.41)) may be obtained from the same analytic func-

tion of the complex variable u», as explained in section 3.1. In particular, they may
be calculated in perturbation theory using the imaginary time formalism. We may
notice that the gauge dependent term in (4.41) does not contribute to the interaction

energy (4.49) if the external current is a conserved current, that is a current which

satisfies the "continuity equation" d^j" = O. By separating the external current into
a longitudinal and a transverse piece,

J" = (pJ) J= JL +JT /r(?) - Î = O, (4.50)

and using the explicit form of D(q,u), Eq. (4. 41), one can write

,\
'u) =

In order to obtain the first term in Eq. (4. 51), we have used the continuity equation

satisfied by the longitudinal piece of the current, O11Ji = 0 = up — q - ji.

In order to go further, one needs an explicit expression for the polarization

operator. We shall use for that the leading contribution at large temperature in

one-loop approximation.

One loop results

In one-loop approximation, the polarization operator is given by the fermion

"bubble" diagram displayed in Fig. 1 1 . The leading contribution at high temperature

has been obtained by several authors[59, 60, 48]. It takes the following form:

" ^r ('-£)['-S10I^
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When \u\ < k the logarithms in Eqs.(4.52) acquire an imaginary part equal to -ZTT,

which physically corresponds to Landau damping.

It turns out that Eqs.(4.52) give also the leading contribution at high tempera-
ture for a non abelian gauge theory. To obtain the result corresponding to an SU(N)

gauge theory, with Nf fermion flavors, we simply have to set e2 = i(7V/ + 2N)g2[48}.

Many interesting physical properties can be deduced from these formulae.
Screening of Electric Interactions

Let us consider the interaction of two static (u> = O) charges, i.e. the Coulomb

interaction in the medium. One gets from (4.49)

Using the explicit expression of H/, given above, one gets

n£(9,o; = 0) = ̂ =4 (4.54)

so that

I , /* . .V_M)P(-? )

where \jkrj is the inverse Debye screening length. In coordinate space, the interaction

(4.55) is the familiar screened Coulomb potential.

Magnetic Interactions
Magnetic interactions are described by the second term in Eq.(4.49)

,. „,
(4'56)

In contrast to what happens for electric interactions, here there is no static screening:

= O) = O (4.57)

However time dependent magnetic fields are screened. To see that, we expand

Hr(q, w) for small values of u. The leading contribution arises from the imaginary
part; we get

~ - J « & j (4-58)

Thus, at low frequencies, magnetic interactions are of the form
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Figure 12: Spectrum of transverse (upper branch) and longitudinal bosonic excita-

tions in a relativistic plasma.

In coordinate space, this implies a screening over a distance ~ g^1, with q\i =

(TT2B2T2W/^)1/3. This phenomenon is quite similar to the anomalous skin effect
in metals[61]. We shall see an interesting consequence of this "dynamicla screening"

at the end of this section.

Elementary Excitations
Information about the elementary excitations in the plasma can be obtained by

looking at the poles of the propagator (4.41). As we have already mentioned, there

is a possible difficulty with this procedure in the case of gauge theories, since the
propagator is gauge dependent [62]. In the present case however, it can be shown that
the contribution to the polarization operator given by Eq.(4.52) is gauge invariant,

thus the dispersion relations to be derived below, Eqs.(4.60) and (4.62) are gauge

independent. One finds longitudinal and transverse modes.

-Longitudinal modes.

These are defined by

The dispersion relation is easily obtained for small

2 2 3 -2Wfc = <*>o + —A* + ... t

and A*

eT

(4.60)

(4.61)

This mode is the analog of the familiar plasma oscillation. It corresponds to a collec-
tive oscillation of the charge densities. For large values of the momentum k, Uk ~ &>
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but then the one loop approximation is probably not justified[56); in fact, one expects

collective excitations to disappear when k £ eT.
-Transverse modes.

These are obtained from

= r , i (4.62)

For small w and &, i.e. for a;, k ~ eT, we get easily

«2 = W0
2 + Jp + ... (4.63)

while for large values of w, A;, i.e. eT C w, k < T, we have

P2T2

"! = fc2 + — - + ... (4.64)

Note that for small k both transverse and longitudinal modes have the same frequency
(a consequence of rotational invariance).

The dispersion relations for both transverse and longitudinal modes are dis-

played in Fig. 12. Note that the modes do not suffer from Landau damping since

(jj > p. The only damping mechanism is the decay into pairs; this is a process of order
e*T.

Damping of Gluonic Excitations

The damping of the gluonic excitation in a quark-gluon plasma is related to the
imaginary part, 7, of the polarization operator which, as we have just mentioned is

of order 02T. In fact we may write [14]

</2JVT
, - ««£_ (4.65)

There has been in the past few years a lot of confusion concerning the calculation of

7, and several conflicting results has been reported . The coefficient a was found to

depend in sign and absolute value on the way it is calculated, and in particular on

the gauge chosen for the calculation [64, 65, 63, 66, 67, 68, 69, 7O].

In fact, one should realize that the calculation of 7 cannot be done consistently
at the one-loop level. Indeed, we have seen that at this level low momentum physical

excitations are different from the bare ones, in particular, they acquire a mass. A

physical excitation decays into physical ones, and not bare ones as is implied by the
one-loop calculation. To calculate the damping of low momentum excitations, it is

therefore necessary to go beyond the one loop approximation.

Technically, the difficulty shows up in the fact that the imaginary part of two-
loop (and N-loop) diagrams turns out to be of the same order of magnitude as that
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of one loop diagrams, i.e. O(g2T), when the external momenta are of order gT. It is

therefore necessary to perform a resummation to get a sensible result. An interesting
scheme for that purpose has been devised recently by Braaten and Pisarski[71, 72, 14].

It provides a positive and gauge invariant value for a (a Kt 6.635).

We shall not go here into the details of how this scheme works. We shall

illustrate the main idea on the example of the scalar field [14]. Consider the equation

/?-'(p» = DO l(p,u) + H(p, w), (4.66)

where II is given by the simple tadpole diagram of Fig.3, with the internal line replaced
by the full propagator. Ignoring the vacuum contribution, one finds

where w2. = Ar2+ M2, and M2 is the thermal mass; in lowest order M2 = </2T2/12. The

need for resummation can be easily understood. If the external momentum p in the

propagator is "hard", i.e. of order T, then we can ignore the self-energy correction.

However, if the momentum p is "soft", i.e. of order gT, then the self-energy correction

is of the same order as the momentum, and should be included. It appears that, quite
generally, the contributions of order gT come entirely from loops involving only hard

momenta; integration over soft momenta yields contributions which are down by

powers of g.
In order to illustrate the separation between soft and hard momenta, let us go

in more details into the calculation of the the integral in Eq.(4.67). It is convenient

to rewrite it as

x ./£2 _
I r-i * I A no \

—JE—i—' (4.68)

In order to get the contribution from the hard momenta, we ignore M2 ~ <72T2 in

\fE2 — M2, and let the lower limit in the integral go to zero. This gives 1I0 = M2 =

g*T2/l2. The correction due to the soft momenta is of order g with respect to the

leading term. To get this correction, one can expand the integral in powers of M[73].
The leading correction can be obtained by differentiating the integral with respect to

M:

a1 d r
II| = M-Z— /

2 Tr2 oM Jid
dE/M — e0E _ I

-jLMTr*L_\ (
2n2 Ji .r Jx2 -1
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where we have replaced the Bose factor (el}E — 1 )~ J by T/E since the integrand is now
peaked around E ^ M corresponding to the soft momenta contribution. A simple
calculation gives

2

H1 = -j-MT, (4.70)

so that finally

n = n0 + n, = M2(\-^\ (4.71)

Screening and Transport Phenomena

As the last topic of these lectures, I wish to illustrate the role of the screening
of time dependent magnetic interactions in the calculation of transport properties.
Let us recall that a "transport cross-section" is defined by[61]

fî-^(l_cos0) (4.72)

where O is the scattering angle, da/d$l is the differential cross-section, and the integra-
tion is over all solid angles Cl. For Coulomb scattering, the differential cross-section
is given by dcr/dw ~ 1/Sm4O and Gir ~ fd6/0 has a logarithmic divergence arising
from small angle scatterings. This divergence is cured by Debye screening. What
happens in the case of magnetic interaction, for which we have seen that there is
no static screening? This problem has been solved recently [74] and we shall briefly

discuss the main physics involved.
Let us consider the contribution to the scattering amplitude M. coming from

one gluon exchange. We consider a two-body process pi + p2 —> Pa + P4 and set
Pi = p + q/2,p2 = p' —q/2,p3 = p — q/2,p4 — p' +9/2. Only small momentum transfer
will be important and we can approximate ui « q • v « q • v1 where v = p/p. Using
the expression (4.51) to calculate the scattering amplitude for massless particles, and
taking into account the approximation just mentioned to calculate the projector on

the transverse components of the currents, we can write

i (i-£:
(4-73)

where <j> is the angle between the planes (pi,pa) and (/^P-i)- The calculation of
transport cross sections involves typically integrals of the form

Jdsh(s) Jdqq3\M\2 (4.74)
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where s = u/q and h(s) is a regular function of s. The possible infrared divergence

is coming from the q integration

(4.75)

For example, the longitudinal piece of \M\2 yields

,fc (4.76)

As for the transverse piece, we have

/

ft Clj M I ^fTTlOiC / t fjf^\
dq-r-:—... 2 ~ In (4.77)

\Q* — -T-Q nsr QnS

The Ins integrates out with fe(s) in Eq.(4.74) to give a regular behaviour. Thus

the integral over q is quite similar for transverse and longitudinal modes. Despite the

absence of screening for static magnetic fields, transverse gluon exchange is effectively

cut-off by qo- Note that this effect overwhelms that of a possible magnetic mass ~

</2T. This dynamical screening of magnetic interactions makes possible the calculation

of transport properties in a QCD plasma[74].
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